
This information has been compiled from the report included with “C. C. Little Building Name Change 
Request,” by John Carson, Matthew Countryman, Joshua Hasler, Martin Pernick, Alexandra Stern.

The Building

The building became C.C. Little in 1968, when the Regents of the University of Michigan voted to 
change the name of the East Medical Building (EMB) to the Clarence Cook Little Science Building 
as part of a broader effort to rename university buildings in honor of previous university presidents. 
Clarence Cook Little was University of Michigan president from 1925 to 1929.
 
A History of Eugenics

The push to rename the C. C. Little Science building is, among other things, motivated by Little’s 
close involvement with the American eugenics movement and his promotion of eugenicist ideas. 
C. C. Little was an early supporter of the American Eugenics movement and was one of the founders 
of the American Eugenics Society. Directly following the Second International Congress on 
Eugenics, of which he was the Executive Secretary, the American Ad Interim Committee was created 
and later evolved into the American Eugenics Society. C. C. Little served on the Committee’s Board 
of Directors along with Henry Fairfield Osborn and Charles Davenport, whom many consider to be 
the godfather of American Eugenics, steering the Society throughout its formative – and most 
radically eugenicist – years. 

What’s in a name? 
The case for renaming CC Little 



Anti-Immigrant Politics 

Little was a Vice President of the Immigration Restriction League. Little supported the 1924 Johnson 
Act setting eugenically inspired strict ethnic quotas on immigrants, and viewed that law as heralding 
a New World Order where individual rights would be subordinated to eugenicist progress. 

In a 1926 speech to the Michigan State Medical Society, Little called for “educating the citizenry... 
to conform with the new order... of restricted liberty [such as] the immigration quota law.” 

As late as December 1934 Little was still reportedly listed as a Vice President of the Immigration 
Restriction League, along with prominent racist eugenicist financer Wycliffe Draper, in a League 
publication that advocated further tightening the Johnson Act quotas, and that explicitly blamed 
Jewish people for opposing such restrictions. Hitler had seized power over a year earlier, and these 
quotas soon meant that boatloads of Jewish refugees would be sent back to their extermination. 

Anti-Miscegenation Advocacy 

Little promoted anti-miscegenation laws to prohibit interracial marriage. In a 1925 speech to a Birth 
Control conference “warning against reckless inter-racial marriage,” Little compared the United 
States to a “soda fountain.” He represented the different races here as the different flavors of soda 
that should not be allowed “to mix at random.” 

Compulsory Sterilization

In a public speech accompanying the 1932 6th International Congress of Genetics in NY, Little 
declared, “We favor legislation to restrict the reproduction of the misfit....[by] compulsory 
sterilization. ... When a sink is stopped up we shut off the faucet.”
 

Join the Renaming Campaign 
If you think that the building should be 
renamed, please show your support of the 
campaign to rename CC Little by signing 
the petition here: http://myumi.ch/aGzBo.

To be added to the Faculty 
for Justice list-serv, please 
write to facultyforjustice
@gmail.com. 


